WARNING
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Timmy, the son of famous scientists and Jamie his friend, love dinosaurs. One day, while Timmy’s parents are out, the twosome decide to watch a dinosaur video on the large monitor in the science laboratory.

As they try to turn on the monitor, they set off an experimental transfer device. Timmy and Jamie are instantly launched smack into the video action they had wanted to watch. Suddenly, they find themselves in the action for real. It’s the prehistoric era and dinosaurs are roaming the earth! This is big time fun!

Their adventure gets off to a great start as the dinosaur-loving duo meet up with two friendly dinosaurs, named Rex and Tops. The time travellers and the dinosaurs then team up to fight the Neanderthal villains called Rockys, mankind’s ancestors.
PRE-HISTORIC PLAYING TACTICS

This action-packed game has vertical and horizontal scrolling to give you fast action in all directions.

You and a friendly dinosaur are the main team in this exciting adventure in "DinoCity." Most of the action focuses around your battles with the evil cavehead Rockys.

When your dinosaur gets into a tight spot, it lets you hop off its back to allow for better freedom of movement. The dinosaur has some impressive fighting techniques. He doesn’t want you to hinder the attack and being such a friendly dinosaur, he doesn’t want to injure you, either. So off you go!
Together, you and your dinosaur dole out plenty of trouble for your arch enemy, the Rockys.

When the dinosaur crouches to let you off, for example, you have all the control of the action. You deliver special attacks with a handy remote controller while the dinosaur uses either a punching and stomping technique or flings his flying tools. An awesome team!

Throughout the game, keep your eyes open for secret doors. Behind them you may find an Egg, Life or 1-UP.

Stage 1 Boss is Crasher. He's one tough Rocky.
GET THE FUSE BEFORE THE EARTH BLOWS!

The evil Rockys have in their possession a powerful fuse—stolen of course. It has the power to blow every dinosaur to the moon. You must reclaim it from these hulking cave creeps by clearing every challenging stage of the game.

This is the only way you can save this fantastic prehistoric world, your dinosaur friends, and return to your own time and the lab of your parents.

You must fight your way through six stages to reach your goal. Each stage has five different areas. When you clear each of the five areas, you must face the Boss of that stage.

Watch out for the cave heads!

Trouble ahead, trouble above.

Jump for your life.

The 2nd stage Boss is Monster Mole. A real worm!
HOW TO CONTROL THE CONTROLLER

PRESS CONTROL PAD: To move players.
- Climb up and down ladders and ropes.
- Squat down.
- Move to the left or right.

L BUTTON

START BUTTON: Starts the game. Pauses the game.

SELECT BUTTON

X/Y BUTTON: Attack.
A/B BUTTON: Jump.

R BUTTON: You can switch back and forth between you and your Dinosaur.
PICK YOUR TEAM

You and your dinosaur share lives—so you win or lose together as a prehistoric team.

When you lose a life, you restart from the beginning of the area in the current stage or you begin from the checkpoint if you passed it before.

When you get clobbered in the boss stage, you retry that stage. When the game is continued, you start from either the beginning of the area or at the checkpoint.

Learn the double jump: Your dinosaur jumps, then you jump off. The results are rewarding.

Grab the heart!

Watch out behind you!

This is some rollercoaster ride!
To launch your adventure, press the start button once when the Title Scene appears. Then the select scene appears. Here are your next options, and good luck in “DinoCity!”

- You can pick your team—Rex and Timmy.
- Or team up with Tops and Jamie.
- Select this to enter the Password Scene. By inserting a password, you can start from the stage which it indicates.
Use the Control Pad to move the cursor in the upper window. Press the L or R button to move the cursor in the lower window. Press the A, B, X or Y button to select.

Select this to enter the scene where BGM and sound effects can be heard and either stereo or mono can be chosen.
Watch out, you could get in over your head fast.

"DinoCity" is riddled with hidden secrets and special bonuses that help you beat the Rockys. Keep your eyes open!
PLAYER: Indicates which dinosaur team.

LIFE GAUGE: You and your dinosaur share the same life.

NUMBER OF REMAINING PLAYS: Each play is worth three lives.
Indicates a one or two player game.

TIMER: Set up in each stage (except in boss stages).

NUMBER OF EGGS: Eggs are hidden throughout each stage. When 50 eggs are obtained, you gain one more play.

DINO TIPS:
This is a dicey situation. First, hop off your dinosaur and then freeze the fish. You can use them as stepping stones.
The dinosaur is your main action player in this exciting game of prehistoric adventure. But you take the heat right along with your prehistoric pal!

When you’re on the dinosaur’s back, you’re safe from harm. Your “Saur” is taking most of the heavy hits. You may need to hop off your dinosaur’s back depending on the situation. Use the "R" Button to do this.

You can help your dinosaur buddy by removing traps or freezing enemies. When you’re on the front lines, your dinosaur is crouching in a safe zone. This is nice for the dinosaur, but you are taking all the hits! You need to get back to the dinosaur as soon as possible. As you do this, the dinosaur leaps right back into the fray.
PERILOUS PREHISTORIC LANDS

You and your dinosaur will battle through steaming jungles, dank, dark caves; and even find yourselves in a dinosaur grave. And that, of course, is not all you have to contend with in this land of many and varied challenges and surprises. We’re talking wild!

Each stage has a varying level of difficulty. Some are puzzling, and you have to use your head more than your hands. Others are all action where brute strength rules the land.

A secret panic button avoids disaster.

Take the heat in a steaming jungle.

Be careful not to get lost in a cave.

When you are falling, and there seems to be no way out of disaster, push the secret panic button. It’s the “R” for rescue.
LIMITED 90-DAY WARRANTY

Irem America Corporation ("IREM AMERICA") warrants to the original consumer purchaser for a period of ninety (90) days following the original retail purchase of this Game Pak ("PAK") that the PAK is free from substantial errors or defects that will materially interfere with the operations of the program as described in the enclosed user documentation. If you believe you have found any such error or defect in the program during the warranty period, call Irem America’s Technical Support Department, (206) 882-1093 between the hours of 9:00am and 5:00pm (Pacific Time), Monday through Friday. The technical personnel of Irem America will attempt to help you correct or avoid the problem. If any such error or defect cannot be corrected or reasonably avoided by the customer, Irem America will inform you how to obtain a corrected Pak (or, at Irem America’s option, Irem America may authorize a refund of your purchase). This warranty shall not apply if the Pak has been damaged by negligence, accident, unreasonable use, modification, tampering, or by causes unrelated to defective materials or workmanship.

LIMITATIONS ON WARRANTY

Unauthorized representations: Irem America warrants only that the program will perform as described in this user documentation. No other advertising, description, or representation, whether made by Irem America dealer, distributor, agent, or employee shall be binding upon Irem America or shall change the terms of this warranty.

Implied warranties limited: Except as stated above, Irem America makes no other warranty, express or implied, regarding this product. Irem America disclaims any warranty that the software is fit for a particular purpose, and any implied warranty of merchantability shall be limited to the ninety (90) day duration of this limited express warranty and is otherwise expressly and specifically disclaimed. Some states do not allow limitations on how long implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to you.

No consequential damages: Irem America shall not be liable for special incidental, consequential, or other damages, even if Irem America is advised of or aware of the possibility of such damages. This means that Irem America shall not be responsible or liable for lost profits or revenues, or for damages or costs incurred as a result of loss of time, data, or use of the software, or from any other cause except the actual cost of this product. In no event shall the liability of Irem America exceed the purchase price of this product. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.

The provisions of this warranty are valid in the United States only.

For technical support on this or any other products of Irem America, call (206) 882-1093.

IREM AMERICA CORPORATION
8335 154TH AVE NE REDMOND, WA 98052-3865